Welcome to the Spectral Serpent Moon of Liberation, the eleventh moon of the Planetary
Service Wavespell.
We are galactic citizens. But to perceive this, our mind has to be reoriented accordingly.
The key to the reorientation of the human mind is time itself.
The Law of Time brings to light that throughout history we have been space oriented and space
conscious. Now we are becoming increasingly Time conscious. The synchronic order is a symbolically
coded organization of time.
Time is vertical. Space is horizontal. By becoming conscious of both time and space as one we form
the holy cross. At the center of the holy cross is a time-space portal where the new beam is accessed.
Through this time/space portal we may access a Higher intelligence that brings about a vast
reorientation and reformulation of the human mind.
The sun, which is a star, receives information from other star systems and then transmits this
information as time beams pulsed throughout our solar system. These beams code the electromagnetic
field of each of the planets with not just protons and electrons but also with electromagnetically coded
symbolic structures of knowledge that translates to thought forms.
In the pulsar geometry, the eleventh tone is the final tone that liberates the 2-D sensory pulsar (3, 7,
11). Here are 11 precepts of time to help liberate your mind. (by Valum Votan)
1. Time is not a quantity counted, but rather a quality experienced.
2. Time is NOT what calendars and clocks make us think it is.
3. Time is fractal and holographic.
4. Time is the universal factor of synchronization
5. Like gravity, time is an invisible principle, fundamental to the universe that affects space. We
humans are the only species in all of creation out of sync with times living cycles.
6. Time has been controlled and manipulated throughout history primarily through the use of
calendars and clocks.
7. Our present day 12-month calendar can trace its roots back to ~5000 years ago, where it began
in Babylon as a tax collection cycle.
8. Disharmonious calendars and clock time have trained humanity to accept dis-harmony as the
norm.

9. Living under false time cycles turns every aspect of life into a commodity because it separates
us from times' living cycles.
10. When a person, culture or civilization has every 'minute' of their life determined by clock time,
their instincts, intuition, telepathy and synchronicity will all atrophy
11. Understanding Time is the missing key for humanity to wake up and create a time of world
peace.

Taken from the Noos-letter of the Law of Time

In relation to the 2 wavespells of the year, that of the Red Galactic Earth, attracting the power of navigation
and being able to flow in synchronicity, and the wavespell of the Red Magnetic Moon, attracting the power of
purification and the possibility to redeem the theft of Time, this eleventh moon relates to the eleventh step of
the wavespells, the Blue spectral Hand and the Blue Spectral Storm. We have the chance to release healing,
knowledge and accomplish the purpose to flow in synchronicity. At the same time we can dissolve what
stops our transformative process and release new energy for the purpose of purification.

As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibriums 7, The Garden of Getzemani, 18 The
Egyptian Bottle 1 and 11, the Essene Bottle. The healing will come through a test of faith, through letting go
the bitterness of the past and bringing joy to the heart, Once the heart is healed we can flow in synchronicity
again and we are ready to move our chariot in the direction of our truth. A new galactic tide of transformation
is coming, purifying along the path of the Moon what we still bring from an Egyptian past, the memory of an
abuse of spirituality. The process of letting go will put us along the path of Strength and we can be pure
vessels of love.

Welcome to the 2014 Spectral Serpent Moon Edition of the
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Welcome to the Spectral Serpent Moon of Liberation, the
eleventh moon of the Planetary Service Wavespell.
We are galactic citizens. But to perceive this, our mind
has to be reoriented accordingly.
The key to the reorientation of the human mind is time itself.
The Law of Time brings to light that throughout history we have been
space oriented and space conscious. Now we are becoming increasingly
Time conscious. The synchronic order is a symbolically coded
organization of time.
Time is vertical. Space is horizontal. By becoming conscious of both time
and space as one we form the holy cross. At the center of the holy cross
is a time-space portal where the new beam is accessed. Through this
time/space portal we may access a Higher intelligence that brings about
a vast reorientation and reformulation of the human mind.
The sun, which is a star, receives information from other star systems
and then transmits this information as time beams pulsed throughout our
solar system. These beams code the electromagnetic field of each of the
planets with not just protons and electrons but also with
electromagnetically coded symbolic structures of knowledge that
translates to thought forms.
In the pulsar geometry, the eleventh tone is the final tone that liberates
the 2-D sensory pulsar (3, 7, 11). Here are 11 precepts of time to help
liberate your mind. (by Valum Votan)
12. Time is not a quantity counted, but rather a quality experienced.
13. Time is NOT what calendars and clocks make us think it is.

14. Time is fractal and holographic.
15. Time is the universal factor of synchronization
16. Like gravity, time is an invisible principle, fundamental to the
universe that affects space. We humans are the only species in
all of creation out of sync with times living cycles.
17. Time has been controlled and manipulated throughout history
primarily through the use of calendars and clocks.
18. Our present day 12-month calendar can trace its roots back to
~5000 years ago, where it began in Babylon as a tax collection
cycle.
19. Disharmonious calendars and clock time have trained humanity
to accept dis-harmony as the norm.
20. Living under false time cycles turns every aspect of life into a
commodity because it separates us from times' living cycles.
21. When a person, culture or civilization has every 'minute' of their
life determined by clock time, their instincts, intuition, telepathy
and synchronicity will all atrophy
22. Understanding Time is the missing key for humanity to wake up
and create a time of world peace.

